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QUESTION 1 
How does an administrator prevent the display of the message body in undeliverable email? 
 

A. Remove the 'Body' field from the form (Delivery Report) and the failure reports should no longer have the 
body in them. 

B. Remove the 'Body' field from the form (NonDelivery Report) and the failure reports should no longer have the 
body in them. 

C. Remove the 'Response' field from the form (Delivery Report) and the failure reports should no longer have the 
body in them. 

D. Remove the 'Response' field from the form (NonDelivery Report) and the failure reports should no longer 
have the body in them. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Mail recall has been enabled on all IBM Domino 8.5 servers in Marilyn's company. What are two 
reasons why mail recall could fail? (Choose two.) 
 

A. The time period to recall has expired. 

B. The message was routed over SMTP. 

C. The message was sent to another Domino domain. 

D. The Domino mail server has implemented mail journaling. 

E. The Domino server has a maximum message threshold per day for mail recall. 

 
Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
If a valid mail rule action does not work, which action type may have been disabled by the system 
administrator? 
 

A. send copy to 

B. copy to folder 

C. delete message 

D. change importance to 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Roaming-enabled data is obtained from the roaming server and a local replica of those 
applications is created or updated on the computer on which the roaming user is working. The 
user's Notes ID will replicate so that there is no need to copy it when it is modified. What option 
can be used if the password has not replicated? 
 

A. Use the previous password. 

B. Select Replicate and Sync from the replication page. 

C. Click on File and select Refresh Roaming User Files. 

D. Click on the Replicate Notes ID and select Immediate. 

 
Answer: A 
 



 
QUESTION 5 
Astrid accesses a particular view in an IBM Notes application on a daily basis. How can she create 
a widget to open this view from the 'My Widgets' sidebar panel while she has the view open in her 
Notes client? 
 

A. Click on the 'New Notes View' button on the 'My Widgets' sidebar panel. 

B. From the Tools menu, select 'Notes View' from the 'Create a Widget' submenu. 

C. Drag and drop the application tab of the view into the 'My Widgets' sidebar panel. 

D. Click on the 'Configure a Widget from Current Context...' Notes toolbar button. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
IBM Notes Standard client preferences can be set during installation by setting values in which 
configuration file? 
 

A. notes.ini 

B. plugin_settings.ini 

C. plugin_customization.ini 

D. standard_customization.ini 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
James has enabled the Recipients Icons option and notices that no icon is displayed for a 
message. Why would no icon be displayed for a message where he is the recipient? 
 

A. James is in the BCC field. When the recipient is in the BCC field, no icon is displayed. 

B. The message was sent using an alias name. Messages using an alias do not reflect an icon. 

C. James is in the CC field. Only messages where the user is in the To field will reflect the icon. 

D. James is also the sender. Messages where the recipient is also the sender do not reflect an icon. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
What steps are required to group replies with a message in the IBM Notes Inbox? 
 

A. In the top right corner of the Inbox, select the Show button, and then select All Replies. 

B. In the top right corner of the Inbox, select the Show button, and then select Conversations. 

C. In the top right corner of the Inbox, select the Show button, and then select Group Replies. 

D. In the top right corner of the Inbox, select the Show button, and then select Group Messages. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
IBM iNotes requires that the user log in with a username and password. Where is the password for 
iNotes stored? 
 



A. in the user's Notes ID stored on the client 

B. in the user's Notes ID file stored on the server 

C. in the user's configuration document on the server 

D. in the users Person document in the IBM Domino Directory 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
Samantha wants to add buttons to the Dialog Extension Library Control on her XPage. How would 
she do this? 
 

A. Add a Dialog Button Bar Extension Library Control to the XPage and set its binding property to the ID of 
Dialog Extension Library Control. 

B. Add a Dialog Button Bar Extension Library Control to the same Panel Control containing the Dialog Extension 
Library Control on the XPage. 

C. Add a Dialog Button Bar Extension Library Control to the XPage and set the buttonBar property of the Dialog 
Extension Library Control to its ID. 

D. Add a Dialog Button Bar Extension Library Control to the XPage within the content of the Dialog Extension 
Library Control using the Source Editor. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
When making changes to an XPage, in addition to saving the XPage, why is it important to build 
the XPage application? 
 

A. The Java classes used to display the XPages at runtime need to be rebuilt to reflect the changes. 

B. The JavaScript classes used to display the XPage at runtime need to be rebuilt to reflect the changes. 

C. The Java classes used to display the XPage in IBM Domino Designer need to be rebuilt to reflect the 
changes. 

D. The JavaScript classes used to display the XPage in Domino Designer need to be rebuilt to reflect the 
changes. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
Jill wants to use one XPage to allow someone to input their social security number. Then she 
wants to display information linked to that number on a second XPage. What is one way to 
securely do this? 
 

A. Use Client Side JavaScript code to store the number in a clientScope variable on the first XPage and then 
read the value stored in that variable on the second XPage. 

B. Use Server Side JavaScript code to store the number in a requestScope variable on the first XPage and then 
read the value stored in that variable on the second XPage. 

C. Use Server Side JavaScript code to store the number in a sessionScope variable on the first XPage and then 
read the value stored in that variable on the second XPage. 

D. Use Server Side JavaScript code to store the number in an applicationScope variable on the first XPage and 
then read the value stored in that variable on the second XPage. 

 
Answer: C 



 
 
QUESTION 13 
What determines the number of times the contents of a Repeat Container Control are displayed? 
 

A. the number specified by the repeatAmount sessionScope variable 

B. the number of times the Repeat Container Control is added to the XPage 

C. the number specified by the repeatAmount property of the Repeat Container Control 

D. the number of entries in the collection specified by the data source bound to the Repeat Container Control 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 14 
Annie's workflow database was designed as a traditional web application. She would like to 
update it to make it accessible to IBM Notes client users. What advantage does redesigning it to 
use XPages give her? 
 

A. XPages gives her one consistent appearance whether viewed in Notes or a web browser. 

B. XPages gives her the ability to reuse existing pages on her new XPage design elements. 

C. XPages allows her to bind existing pages to the new XPage design elements she creates. 

D. XPages allows her to move IBM LotusScript code from webquery agents to XPage events without changes. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 15 
What is the purpose of a Pager control? 
 

A. to navigate links displayed in a web page 

B. to navigate between XPages in an application 

C. to navigate between the controls in the current XPage 

D. to navigate data that is displayed in a container control 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 16 
What is a File Upload Control commonly used to do? 
 

A. Attach a file to a document data source. 

B. Embed a file into the design of an XPage. 

C. Add a file to the body of a new e-mail message. 

D. Place a file into the data directory on the IBM Domino server. 

 
Answer: A 
 


